CASE STUDY: REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Cyber Guardian Improves Managed
IT Services, Realizes ROI And Deploys Cutting-edge
Cyber Security Solutions.

Meeting the Client

Process

A leading Hudson Valley real estate company of nearly ten

Onboarding was simple – CGCG began work by rolling back the

offices faced unnecessary IT costs associated with their

ransomware affecting the client. Next, our Security as a Service

previous managed IT provider and a total lack of cyber security

offering was installed on every endpoint and server owned by

and vulnerability management. Given the risk of cyber threats to

the client. After completing the initial onboarding of our SECaaS,

all industries and facing an active attack, the client sought a

we secured the client’s domain with a next-generation Web

better suite of services in the interest of their business. Cyber
Guardian Consulting Group (CGCG) was asked to provide a
demonstration to explore the benefits of hiring us to improve
their managed IT and introduce cybersecurity enhancements
and protocols to the client’s existing IT framework.

Application Firewall. Each individual agent was then given a new
email address under the client’s domain and access to shared
drives and Web Apps in order to increase productivity. Each
agent was also trained on how to function within their new work
environment and instructed on new cybersecurity protocols.
While working on the network, we discovered that the client was
leasing their printers, and suggested purchasing their own for a

Proposed Solutions

fraction of the monthly charge they were paying, with no
sacrifice in quality or speed.

CGCG presented the client with a plan which included abating

Following the initial setup, Cyber Guardian continues to run

the current ransomware attack, and demonstrated our

quietly in the background of the client’s cyber environment by

technical abilities, showcasing our expertise in cyber security

checking endpoints and servers for any changes and potential

and managed IT. Following the demonstration, CGCG presented
a proposal that would unify all agents under a single domain
managed by CGCG, restrict the use of personal emails to help

threats, making sure all updates are pushed through the
network, and supplying on-call support 24/7/365 for any of the
client’s IT related needs.

avoid phishing and other email based cyber-attacks, and

Results

create a more secure and streamlined network environment
that would be infinitely better protected in the event of another
cyber-attack. The client ultimately selected CGCG as their new

The firm has not only saved IT expenses due to our expertise, but
they now have proactive safeguards against cyberattacks, as

IT managed service provider because we immediately

well as a comprehensive disaster recovery plan. They trust us to

recognized cost and service inefficiencies and worked with the

remediate any issues that may arise around the clock and have

client to provide a better way forward.

a better feeling about any IT events that could arise. Since
beginning our work with the company, our relationship has
grown exponentially. We are now consulting on any IT-related
purchasing and have been consulted on foreign ventures the
company is exploring that rely heavily on technology to
function.
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